(F)19 Trident Trim

920DT/NL, Metal Door, LHR Shown, RHR Opposite

For F-19-R only:
Drill and tap for #10-24 screw (2 holes)

Vertical

Device side of door

For backset, refer to device template

Vertical

Device side of door

For Height From Finished Floor, Refer to Device Template

Trimm side of door

Omit for 920DT

Dia. Through

17⁄₃₂" (11 mm)

1⁄₄", (6 mm)

13⁄₈" (10 mm)

3⁄₈", (10 mm)

11⁄₃₂" (7 mm)

2 holes

21⁄₄" (6 mm)

23⁄₈" (35 mm)

31⁄₃₂" (89 mm)

For F-19-R only:
Drill and tap for #10-24 screw (2 holes)

21⁄₈" (54 mm)

19⁄₃₂" (11 mm)

1⁄₄", (6 mm)

11⁄₄" (44 mm)

7⁄₃₂" (11 mm)